Recent MPS Thesis & Practicum Report Titles

**Thesis**

Alabama Movie Theaters: A Closer Look at Movie Venues across the State, their History and Current Preservation  
*Sarahgrace Godwin, Fall 2013*

An Analysis of Historic Preservation as a Viable Component of Downtown Revitalization: Assessing Economic Return on Rehabilitation Projects in Downtown New Orleans  
*Philippa Jane Eden, Fall 2014*

Bed and Breakfast as a Means to Architecture Preservation  
*Bryan David Block, Summer 2011*

Bloc Mannerism: Khrushchyovka Revival (The Soviet Apartment, Engaged)  
*Antonio Pacheco, Fall 2013*

*Gabrielle O. Begue, Fall 2012*

Expanding the Sacred: The Cultural Conservation of Secular Spaces and its Role in Preservation  
*MaryNell Nolan-Wheatley, Fall 2012*

Heritage Studies & Public Education: Incorporating Heritage Studies into the Common Core State Standard Curricula  
*Carol Knight, Fall 2014*

Historic Preservation as an Instrument of Economic Development: Macroeconomic Considerations and the Focus City of New Orleans, Louisiana  
*Marie Helena Chinappi, Fall 2012*

Historic Preservation/Gentrification: The Changing Face of St. Claude Corridor  
*Sonya Savchenko, Fall 2014*

History and Future Use of Rosalie Plantation Sugarhouse and Grounds: The Remaining Built Environment of the Nineteenth Century Sugar Industry in Louisiana  
*Sarah Norman, Fall 2013*

History through a Prism: French Architectural Color in New Orleans  
*Elizabeth Ann Simpson, Fall 2012*

Interpretation Plan for Felicity Plantation and the Valcour Aimé Site  
*James McHenry Wade, Spring 2012*

Making a Case for Protecting Historic Interiors  
*Brook Tesler, Fall 2014*
The Makings of a Virginia Landscape: The Role of Architecture, History, and Heritage Tourism  
*Caitlin Worley Sheehan, Fall 2014*

New Orleans’ Historic Public Markets: Reviving Neighborhood Landmarks Through Adaptive Reuse  
*Beth Jacob, Spring 2012*

Painted Churches of Texas: Churches with Interior Decoration Built by Immigrant Communities from Czechoslovakia, Germany, and Poland  
*Cynthia Crews, Fall 2013*

Preventative Conservation of Architecture with a Focus on Masonry Structures  
*Jennifer L. Nolan, Spring 2012*

Politics, Poverty, and Preservation: A Case Study of the Preservation of Hart Island  
*Heather Veneziano, Fall 2014*

Rebuilding Tohoku: Historical Preservation and Disaster Reconstruction  
*Wesley W. Cheek, Fall 2012*

Sitka, Alaska’s Historic Cemeteries: A Historical and Material Conservation Study  
*Nora Goddard, Spring 2014*

Straw Bale Cottages for a Creole Context: An Exploration of Straw Bale Construction in the Historic Neighborhoods of New Orleans, Louisiana  
*Laura Ewen (Blokker), Spring 2007*

Who Brew? Adaptive Reuse of Abandoned St. Louis Breweries: Evolution and Preservation of Building Type  
*Leigh Ellen Halsey, Fall 2012*

**Practicum**

21st Century Preservation: A Case Study Analysis of What’s Working and Where the Field is Headed  
*Victor L. Tomanek, Fall 2012*

Arizona State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO): Fall 2014  
*Christopher Cody, Fall 2014*

Boyd Cruise and the Vieux Carré: A Summary Practicum with the Historic New Orleans Collection  
*Colleen Willoughby, Fall 2012*

City Planning and Enforcement of Historic Preservation Ordinances in Dallas, Texas  
*Stephen J. Wallace, Fall 2012*
Developing Standards and Survey Form to be Used by the Public for Conducting Research and Documentation of Southwest Mississippi Cemeteries
*Derek A. Galose, Fall 2012*

Historic Preservation Easements: A Practicum at the Preservation Resource Center
*Katherine Kenwright, Fall 2014*

Historic Preservation in Modern Practice: Balancing Traditional Craft with Modern Materials
*Rayne Marie Housey, Fall 2012*

Historic Wrought Iron Hardware: A Case Study of the Pitot House
*Emily A. Van Doren, Spring 2013*

Investigations of Advanced Masonry Deterioration at Madame John’s Legacy, New Orleans, Louisiana
*Ryan Jackson, Spring 2013*

A Latin American Practicum: Preservation Education through Immersion in Architecture, Culture, and Language
*Randy Mark Plaisance, Spring 2013*

The List of Classified Structures: A Window into the National Park Service and its Efforts to Preserve Historic Structures
*Karen A. Armagost, Fall 2012*

Preservation Practicum: Materials Testing and the Distribution of Preservation Knowledge
*Margot A. Ferster, Fall 2014*

Restoration of Structural and Aesthetic Elements of Privately Owned Historic Properties
*Phillip Stutts, Fall 2014*

A Study on the Facets of Preservation, Applied by the Private and Nonprofit Sector in New Orleans
*Anna C. Pernas, Fall 2014*

Suburban Design and the City Beautiful: An Architectural Inventory of the Newlands Neighborhood in Reno, Nevada
*ZoAnn Campana, Fall 2014*